
“The Tell-Tale Heart” by Edgar Allan Poe

Vocabulary Warm-up Word Lists

Study these words from “The Tell-Tale Heart.” Then, complete the activities.

Word List A
boldly [BOHLD lee] adv. with confidence or daring

Despite his sister’s anger, Brandon knocked boldly on her door.

chatted [CHAT id] v. talked in a friendly, informal way
Dr. Anderson always chatted with new patients  to put them at ease.

distinct [dis TINGKT] adj. clear
The mountains in the distance became more distinct as the fog lifted.

enthusiasm [en THOO zee az uhm] n. strong feeling of enjoyment and interest
Our soccer coach values enthusiasm about the game more than skill.

grief [GREEF] n. deep sadness or emotional pain
I expressed to the family  my grief at the fire damage to their home.

hideous [HID ee uhs] adj. horrible or extremely ugly
I had hideous nightmares after watching the true-crime show. 

instinct [IN stingkt] n. way of behaving or reacting that one is born with
When a car slides on ice, avoid the instinct to hit the brakes.

undid  [un DID] v. opened; untied
The room became bright and cheerful once I undid the shutters.

Word List B
agony [AG uh nee] n. great suffering or severe pain

The agony caused by his sore knee showed on the runner’s face.

arises [uh RYZ iz]  v. comes up; moves upward; appears
When smoke arises from most chimneys, you know that winter has come.

continually [kuhn TIN yoo uh  lee] adv. again and again on a regular basis
I continually dialed the number, but it was always busy.

detected [di TEKT id] v. noticed or discovered something
When I detected a bad smell, I remembered my uneaten sandwich.

raved [RAYVD] v. spoke in a wild or angry way
The disappointed voters  raved about their candidate’s loss

suspicion [suh SPI shuhn] n. an idea, not based on facts, that something is wrong
I had a suspicion that he planned to cheat on the test.

vexed [VEKST] v. annoyed
The child who kept pulling my hair greatly vexed me.

wary   [WAYR ee] adj. cautious; watchful
Small animals grow wary as night falls and owls fly.
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Vocabulary Warm-up Exercises

Exercise A Fill in the blanks using each word from Word List A only once.

When I was six, my mom’s [1]  was to keep me away from the 

scary Fun House. As we drove to the fair, she [2]  about everything 

else we would do there. However, my [3]  about visiting the Fun 

House was strong. My older brother had described its supposedly 

[4]  horrors in [5]  detail, and I decided 

that I could handle it. Soon, we were standing before the Fun House, and I 

[6]  handed my ticket to the clown at the door. As he 

[7]  the curtains hiding the thrills inside, I looked at my mom and 

saw only [8]  on her face. I now know it was because her youngest 

child was growing up.

Exercise B Revise each sentence so that the underlined vocabulary word is used in a logical 

way. Be sure to keep the vocabulary word in your revision.

1. With ease, I detected the lizard in the grass because it had changed its color 
to green.

2. The police officer’s suspicion deepened as the clues all proved false.

3. As the woman slept peacefully, you could see the agony of her constant back pain.

4. I didn’t mind that my friend continually walked home after school without me.

5. The calm man raved about waiting so long for his meal.

6. My grandmother loved watching us since we often vexed her.

7. As the whale arises toward the depths of the ocean, it gets ready to blow.

8. A wary driver never checks the rearview mirror.
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Reading Warm-up A

Read the following passage. Pay special attention to the underlined words. Then, read it again, 
and complete the activities. Use a separate sheet of paper for your written answers.

I was sure that my sister was lying about my missing 
jacket. I had noticed several distinct signs that she loved 
that jacket and wanted it for her own. The first time I 
wore it, her eyes were like magnets, drawn to the spar-
kling rhinestones and metal studs. She even boldly 
reached out her hand to touch the jacket. That went 
against our strict “hands off my stuff” rule.

My grief upon losing my jacket was matched only by 
my sister’s enthusiasm in helping me try to find it. Since 
my sister probably wouldn’t lift a finger to help me on my 
deathbed, I found her offers to look for my jacket quite 
strange. Then, as my mom and she chatted about other 
things, she casually asked if we had a small suitcase that 
locked. I figured that the suitcase had to be the hiding 
place for my stolen jacket.

Perhaps you think I’m a hideous person for doubting 
my sister’s innocence. Let’s just say I had my reasons. 
These involved other experiences with certain items of 
clothing that went missing. Indeed, it would be odd if I 
didn’t doubt my sister in this case.

So, one night when my sister was out, I snuck into her 
room. I found the suitcase under her bed. I know my sis-
ter well, so by instinct, I found the hidden key. As I slid 
the key into the lock, I prepared myself to once again see 
my favorite jacket. Then, just as I undid the lid, my eyes 
fell on something entirely different. It was a small stash 
of money, coins and dollar bills zipped up in plastic bags. 
I guess it was my sister’s babysitting money and allow-
ance. To my great surprise, one bag was clearly labeled 
“To help Lizzie buy a new jacket.”

1. Underline two groups of 
words that describe distinct 
signs that the sister liked the 
jacket.

2. Underline the sentence that 
explains why the gesture 
of touching the jacket is 
described by the word boldly. 
Then, write a sentence using 
both distinct and boldly.

3. Circle the reason for the narra-
tor’s grief. Explain how grief 
and enthusiasm could be 
viewed as opposite feelings.

4. Why is casually a good word 
to use when describing how 
people chatted?

5. Underline the words that give 
a possible reason why the 
reader might think the writer 
is hideous. Then, describe 
something you would find 
hideous in a person.

6.

7.

Circle the words describing 
what the writer did by instinct. 
Then, write a sentence telling 
about something you can do 
by instinct.
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Underline the word that 
identifies what the writer 
undid. Write a sentence of 
your own using undid.
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Reading Warm-up B

Read the following passage. Pay special attention to the underlined words. Then, read it again, 
and complete the activities. Use a separate sheet of paper for your written answers.

Mental health is something many people take for 
granted. In fact, until mental illness strikes a family, few 
people really understand it at all. They don’t know that 
sickness can affect thinking and emotions as well as 
physical health. Not knowing the facts about mental ill-
ness can cause added agony for those who have it and for 
their loved ones.

One of the most serious types of mental illness is 
known as psychosis. People who continually have trouble 
understanding what is going on around them have this 
condition. For example, some people with psychosis are 
vexed because they imagine others are talking about 
them or wanting to harm them. They might believe that 
they have detected unusual things going on that are not 
really happening. When people have a constant unfounded 
suspicion that someone could harm them, these people 
are said to suffer from paranoia.

Possibly, you have seen a person with this problem as 
he or she raved about strange topics while standing on a 
street corner. Seeing this type of behavior can make you 
feel especially wary. Having such a feeling is not unusual. 
However, the best overall action to take is to become 
more educated about mental illness.

Mentally ill people, like all who suffer from sickness, 
need kindness. They require help from a doctor in order 
to get better. The help might come in the form of medi-
cine. It might involve regular sessions with trained pro-
fessionals to talk about whatever arises that may be 
upsetting the person. Other treatments are also helpful. 
Perhaps most important, however, is for everyone to have 
an awareness of mental illness and to understand the 
importance of healthy relationships and having a sense 
of self-worth.

1. Underline the words that 
describe what can cause 
agony. Then, explain what 
agony means.

2. Circle the word naming 
the condition of continually 
not knowing what is going 
on. Describe something in 
the world that happens 
continually.

3. Write about some actions of 
a person with psychosis that 
might help a doctor recog-
nize the illness. Use the 
words vexed, detected, 
and raved.

4. Underline the words describ-
ing a suspicion a person with 
paranoia might have. Then, 
explain what suspicion means.

5. Explain why someone might 
feel wary when observing 
such behavior.

6. Circle the words that refer to 
what arises that mentally ill 
people might want to talk 
about. Then, explain what 
arises means.
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